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Abstract—The realm of the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) encompasses a broad spectrum of sensors that are
integral to distributed smart manufacturing (DSM). The mis-
cellaneous IIoT sensors deployed for DSM are distributed and
operate in a hierarchical and federated structure. Nonethe-
less, fulfilling essential quality of service (QoS) requirements,
such as ensuring security and privacy (integrity) while main-
taining scalability and interoperability (robustness), poses
a profound challenge for the DSM cloud service platform.
Although blockchain technologies have been used to safe-
guard integrity, the first two generations have imposed
constraints on robustness. In contrast, the third-generation
blockchain, a.k.a. decentralized crosschain ecosystem, com-
plements Web 3.0 and metaverse and can mitigate the constraints of previous generations. Moreover, blockchain-based
ad hoc solutions for DSM use cases are abundant; they often suffer from limited adaptability and unique or homogeneous
use cases from a software engineering perspective. A holistic architectural modeling process (AMP) leading to a software
reference architecture (SRA) is preferred when alleviating ad hoc constraints. Therefore, we proposed an AMP for SRA
for crosschain-based DSM that safeguards integrity while preserving robustness. In the work described in this article,
we have conducted the following system—modeling process. First, we propose a novel software AMP for DSM. Second,
we deduce a modeled SRA based on a crosschain. Third, we infer a modeled system architecture (SA). Empirical
experiment results demonstrate that our proposed crosschain-based method outperforms the widely used on-chain-
based method while achieving our objectives efficiently.

Index Terms— Distributed smart manufacturing (DSM), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), industrial metaverse,
software modeling, software reference architecture (SRA), Web 30.

NOMENCLATURE
AMP Architecture modeling process.
DMC Decentralized multicloud.
DSM Distributed smart manufacturing.
IIoFC Industrial internet of federated crosschain.
IoC Internet of crosschain.
MSM Multisignature shared mempool.
SA System architecture.
SMF Smart manufacturing factory/facility.
SRA Software reference architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE global Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) accounts
for more than 10% of the global Internet of Things (IoT)

market share, and the demand for IIoT is expected to reach
U.S. $110 billion by 2025 [1], [2], [3]. Moreover, IIoT plays
a crucial role in smart manufacturing, an integral objective
of Industry 4.0 [4], [5], [6]. Smart manufacturing involves
factory automation systems (FAS), supply chain management
(SCM), cyber-physical systems (CPS), and metaverse, which
rely heavily on IIoT and associated entities, such as the
Internet of Robotic Things and robotics generally [5], [6], [7].

Modern SCM processes are fast-moving and distributed
globally. Smart manufacturing factories in FAS, SCM, CPS,
and metaverse are showing a nearly 27% annual growth in
IIoT sensor networks [8] and are a hotbed for emerging
technologies [3], [9], [10]. This phenomenon is characterized
by 3VS, i.e., volume, variety, and velocity of sensors which
are growing rapidly in DSM [11]. Moreover, the 3VS yields
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Fig. 1. DMC for Fukushima RTF, Japan.

excessive volume, variety, and velocity of data (3VD), big
data [6], [11]. The significant growth in IIoT and the 3VD of
3VS poses a formidable challenge for acquiring and processing
data while preserving the essential quality of service (QoS)
requirements in DSM [3], [11], [12], [13], [14].

DMC platforms are one of the preferred cloud platforms for
geodistributed networks [15], [16], [17], [18], including DSM.
The University of Aizu’s robot research group is working
on the DMC shown in Fig. 1 for the Fukushima robot test
field (RTF), which is the world’s first and only known public
all-in-one RTF facility to date. The RTF was established by
the Japanese government to explore new opportunities for
contributing to industrial evolution [19], [20], [21]. Univer-
sities, research institutions, and enterprises, including DSM,
are the end-users of the DMC. However, DMC platforms are
severely constrained by an IIoT sensor framework for DSM
that guarantees indispensable QoS demands involving the 3VD
of 3VS [3], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].

The construction of DSM uses hierarchical and federated
building blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. A DSM factory network
comprises a number of geodistributed factories. Each factory
comprises a number of production lines of cells, where a cell
will typically involve an array of IIoT sensors. DSM involves
various types of QoS-oriented demands, such as integrity,
robustness, resource consumption, cost, and latency [3], [11],
[12], [13], [14]. Among these, we focus on integrity and
robustness in DSM. This means that DSM needs to affirm
the integrity of its operation against the risk of breaching
the security and privacy of valuable information (in the
process of communications) and identities (confidentiality
of components). With respect to robustness, scalability and
interoperability should be preserved without compromising
integrity. We can then note that security, privacy, scala-
bility, and interoperability are essential multiobjective QoS
requirements for maintaining the integrity and robustness of
components and operations [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22].

Blockchain is one of the most significant techniques avail-
able for addressing integrity concerns in the IoT domain, and
blockchain-based solutions for smart industry are abundant
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33],
[34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. According to our
survey of blockchain-based DSM solutions, 80% of the solu-
tions are based on the on-chain approach and its variants for
their key functional requirements, such as network commis-
sioning and transactions [23], [24], [25], [32], [33], [34], [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46],
[47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. However, the first and second
generations of blockchain solutions had severe constraints on
scalability and interoperability and least provision for hierar-
chical distribution [53], [54], [55], [56]. Therefore, preserving
scalability and interoperability in a hierarchically federated
architecture without compromising security and privacy are
critical concerns when using conventional blockchain-based
solutions.

The third generation of blockchains, a.k.a. crosschains, has
attracted both industry and academia. Moreover, crosschain
technology complements the Web3 and metaverse paradigms,
which aim to provide the foundation for a distributed ecosys-
tem of decentralized applications [54], [55], [56], [57].
In addition, a crosschain ecosystem provides the necessary
infrastructure for extending to a federated distribution of
blockchain networks while simultaneously preserving essen-
tial QoS demands, such as security, privacy, scalability, and
interoperability [54], [55], [57]. Furthermore, a hierarchically
federated IoC facilitates the hierarchical distribution of QoS-
aware federated crosschain networks [19], [21], [55], [57].
Therefore, an IoC is a preferred solution for a QoS-aware
communication network for hierarchically federated DSM.

Moreover, concerning the holistic standpoint, ad hoc archi-
tectures for DSM have become a widespread practice. For
instance, more than 85% of the selected blockchain-based
literature covers ad hoc SAs without adequate AMP, model,
or reasoning [23], [24], [25], [26], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33],
[34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. Ad hoc solutions exhibit
severe constraints on customizability and adaptability with
respect to the viewpoint of software engineering and system
architects. Nevertheless, we have learned that ad hoc solutions
dedicated to either specific use cases (unique) or domains
(homogeneous) are widespread. However, DSM involves het-
erogeneous manufacturing. Therefore, a top-down software
AMP is a cognitive solution to addressing ad hoc issues.
The SRA is a well-known holistic AMP [6], [15], [19], [58].
Therefore, we propose a novel crosschain-based SRA leading
to an AMP for DSM called the IoC of IIoFC for DSM.

The SRA for the DSM is the industrial extension of
the extended crosschain of blockchains (ECBs) [19]. The
ECB provides two key representations: for the general public
[21] and for industry. Our three key contributions are as
follows.
• proposing an AMP for SRA modeling for DSM,
• reasoning an SRA from the proposed SRA model,
• deducing an SA from SRA and proposing pseudocode.
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Fig. 2. High-level view of distributed manufacturing network, including FAS, CPS, and SCM. (a) Factory network: geodistributed factory network
consists of its SCMs and production lines. (b) Factory: made up by a collection of production lines connected to edge-computing sublayer.
(c) Production line and associated CPSs: made up of a collection of cells, aiming to accomplish a specific job in the production process.
(d) Cell and associated CPS: design for conducting a specific task. (e) IIoT’s use to setup a cell.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to
propose an AMP for SRA modeling for a QoS-aware IIoT
sensor network in DSM, that is, modeling for the IoC of IIoFC,
SRA, SA, and a prototype for abstract representation. The
proposed SRA and SA are abstract capability architectures.

Nomenclatue section outlines frequently used technical
acronyms. The remainder of this article is organized as fol-
lows. Section II presents a literature survey. In Section III,
we discuss the preliminaries and a motivation scenario.
Section IV presents AMP and deduces the SRA, which forms
the first part of the case study. Section V delves deeper into the
case study, reasoning about the SRA model, and the derived
SA, including pseudocode details and a discussion. Section VI
presents the evaluation and its results. Finally, Section VII
concludes.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section provides a subjective literature survey of
blockchain-based manufacturing factory solutions relevant to
our research objectives. With respect to the popularity of
blockchain-based manufacturing factory solutions, we consid-
ered blockchain-based patents [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]
and literature [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47],
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52].1 Our survey matrix was “study-
ing the blockchain-based manufacturing factory solutions for
their top-down software architectural initiatives that facilitated
hierarchically federated geodistribution while possessing QoS
demands beyond default security and privacy.”

1The yearly lists of publications were: 2016 [28], 2017 [27], [35], [42],
[51], 2018 [23], [26], [34], [36], 2019 [25], [33], [37], [38], [39], 2020
[24], [32], 2021 [29], [40], [48], 2022 [30], [31], [41], [44], [46], [49], [52],
and 2023 [43], [45], [47], [50].

TABLE I
CLASSIFIED LITERATURE WORKS WITH RESPECT TO THEIR

PROVISION’S FOR AMP, QOS, AND DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING

We observed the following taxonomy, which helps maintain
the objectivity of this study. Our study investigated works
under three main classes: AMP for the solution under software
engineering, number properties under QoS awareness, and
ability to geodistribute under hierarchically federated DSM.
We then observed the following subgroups under the main
classes. The subgroups of AMP were modeling, SRA, and SA,
while the subgroups of QoS awareness were default security
and privacy (two) or beyond default (three/more than three).
Finally, local and geo were subgroups of geodistribution
with/without hierarchical federation.

First, we analyzed the selected works and then sorted them
with respect to their awareness of AMP, QoS, and distribution.
Following that, we compiled them as presented in Table I,
identifying three primary groups (G1, G2, and G3 are based
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on AMP) and seven subgroups (SGs are based on QoS and
distribution). Our investigation is based on the taxonomy
depicted in Table I. Therefore, we have assigned reference
codes to subgroups to enhance the clarity. G1 did not make
minimal provision for AMP [23], [24], [25]. G2 had ad hoc
SAs without reasoning [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46],
[47], [48], [49], [50]. Finally, G3 possessed a minimal AMP
with reasoning [27], [28], [51], [52] and our work.

G1 and G2 works do not have adequate AMP accounting in
26 out of 31 cases. However, G2 refers to 23 works and is the
largest group, whereas G1 contains only SG1.1, which refers to
three patents and supports geodistribution [23], [24], [25]. All
three of these studies adopted the on-chain technique, which
performs crucial DSM activities inside the blockchain, such
as commissioning the network and performing transactions.
This means that all the member nodes participate in the
decision-making process. In addition, on-chain does not have a
provision for hierarchical distribution. Therefore, even though
on-chain works are proposed for geodistribution, they make
very limited provisions for scalability and interoperability.

The G2 group contains three SGs: SG2.1, SG2.2, and SG2.3.
SG2.1 comprises [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. A unique obser-
vation of this subgroup is that it is one of only two subgroups
making QoS beyond the default, the other being SG3.3. One
of these works [33] is limited to local factory deployment,
with the remainder [29], [30], [31], [32] being proposed for
geodistribution. Rožman et al. [29] is the only study that
considers sidechain functionality with limited federated node
distribution. However, the sidechain has constraints on the pri-
vacy of subunits of the hierarchically distributed node subsets.
“Sharding” is a technique for enabling horizontal scaling and
involves dividing the blockchain into smaller partitions and
was used in [30]. In this context, [29], [30] are the only non-
on-chain works in SG2.1. The remaining studies are dominated
by the on-chain-based methods.

SG2.2 makes provision for geodistribution, whereas SG2.3 is
limited to local adoption. Subgroup SG2.3 is the largest sub-
group, comprising more than 50% (16 out of 31) works. This
phenomenon implies that most researchers have preferred to
use ad hoc SAs with respect to the holistic viewpoint and were
limited to the default QoS provision. In [38] and [45], both
on-chain and off-chain techniques were used. In an off-chain
technique, certain functionalities of the on-chain architecture,
such as batch processing of large data and payment channels,
are offloaded. However, the constraints of on-chain traits, such
as constraints in commissioning, operations, and scalability,
were retained.

Particular advantages of works in G1 and G2, in contrast to
those in G3, are that they are easily understood and make
proposals that are ready to be implemented because they
involve fewer software design parameters in their architectures.
However, their key disadvantages are that they have limited
adaptability beyond the immediate DSM issue and are limited
to unique or homogeneous use cases.

Group G3 contains three subgroups that differ with respect
to their modeling aspects: SG3.1 contains only [51], which
involves SRA, a generic architectural approach, makes provi-
sion only for the default QoS, and is limited to local adoption.

Fig. 3. Flow of architecture decision process for Context DSM.

Fig. 4. Multidimensional space and SRA classes.

Subgroup SG3.2 contains modeling for the solution and SA
[27], [28]. These works facilitate the default QoS and can be
adapted for geodistribution. The sharding technique is used
by [28].

Finally, SG3.3 incorporates [52] and our study. In [52],
on-chain and off-chain techniques were used, enabling their
architecture to offload certain computational duties from the
main chain. However, constraints on the on-chain technique
remain; only the default QoS provision is made, and only
local adoption is available. Our proposed model, the IoC of
IIoFC, uses an AMP, an SRA, and an SA, makes provision for
four QoS factors, and can be adapted for heterogeneous DSM.
The IoC of IIoFC is the only work that is custom-tailored for
DSM’s hierarchically federated distribution.

In summary, 80% of the works investigated used the on-
chain technique [23], [24], [25], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47],
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. Their objectives include improving
beyond default QoS requirements, such as privacy and secu-
rity, and supporting DSM operations. However, as described
above, on-chain approaches impose significant constraints on
scalability, interoperability, and hierarchically federated dis-
tribution, ultimately severely affecting efficiency. Moreover,
the unique disadvantages of G3 studies are that they are
complex and not ready for rapid deployment when compared
with works belonging to G1 and G2. However, G3 works
mostly belong to the software framework category and can
cover heterogeneous use cases when compared with ad hoc
architectures. The specific benefits of the proposed IoC of
IIoFC approach include the following: using an AMP that
allows for adaptation and extension to accommodate diverse
use cases, providing safeguards for integrity, including privacy
and security, while maintaining the robustness, i.e., scalability
and interoperability of modules and their submodules within
a DSM network, and embracing a hierarchically federated
architecture, enabling the delivery of tailor-made solutions to
diverse DSM organizations.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND A MOTIVATION SCENARIO

This section discusses the preliminaries and the motivation
scenario for the DSM. Section III-A introduces the DMC.
Section III-B presents the motivation scenario.
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A. Decentralized Multicloud
DMC is the model-driven cloud platform proposed for the

Fukushima RTF. A DMC is followed by an AMP, which
comprises comprehensive modeling for the SRA, and SA [19].
First, we extended the work of Angelov et al. [58] on an
AMP for the system-of-systems’ problem requirement, which
involves heterogeneous stakeholders. In this way, SRA mod-
eling was performed to comply with the unified architectural
framework solution.

Fig. 1 depicts a nonnormative view of the DMC, which
comprises three cloud layers (i.e., edge, fog, and central) and
nine key framework modules, and they are: ECB, container
orchestration engine (COE), digital twin modeling and simu-
lation (DTMS), middleware for adapting utility technologies
(MUT), geodistributed Hadoop distributed file system (GD-
HDFS), information as a service based on domain ontology
and web services (ISOW), and multiagent for automation
(MAA), with three submodules: front end, middle, and back
end.

The edge, fog, and central cloud represent the DMC ecosys-
tem. The ECB aims to guarantee the integrity and robustness
of the DMC via a bipartite representation for the general public
and for industry. General public representation was proposed
in [21], and we present the proposal in the industry use
case. ISOW facilitates domain ontology-based [59] web ser-
vice composition [15] for knowledge management across the
board. The COE is used for managing the scalability of end-
users’ custom environments (container orchestration) across
the geodistributed DMC environment. The DTMS component
is responsible for facilitating the digital twin requirements
of the DMC. The MUT is used for adapting the required
utility middleware technologies, including robotic operating
systems and applications. The GD-HDFS component main-
tains a fault-tolerant geodistributed Hadoop distributed file
system facility. The MAA manages the automation capability
across the platform [60], [61], [62], [63]. The MAA front
end handles all the requests from the end-users, the middle
manages tasks automatically across the various components
to handle their request inputs and outputs, and the back end is
used for automating the required analytical and data science
requirements (big data analytics, including deep learning,
machine learning, and data mining) [64], [65].

B. Motivation Scenario
Company-A provides services for DSM clients with respect

to FAS design, assembly, and maintenance, including SCM
and CPS. A client of Company-A is Company-P, an electric
vehicle manufacturing company that has a geodistributed
factory network. Fig. 2 depicts the use case of SCM, FAS,
and CPS of Company-P. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the SCM of
the geodistributed five-factory network of Company-P, which
uses three-layered DMC cloud infrastructure units: edge, fog,
and central. Fig. 2(b) represents Factory 1, one of the five
Company-P factories, which operates via an FAS and includes
multiple production lines. The production lines communicate
primarily with the DMC edge-computing layer at the factory
level. Moreover, Fig. 2(c) represents one of the production
lines and its associated CPS units of the many production lines

Fig. 5. Deduced normative view of MDSM
4 : SRA for DSM.

in Factory 1. Production lines contain multiple cells compris-
ing CPS units and robotics accessories. Fig. 2(d) shows one
of the cells and its associated CPS units in the production line
shown in Fig. 2(c). A cell will usually include an array of IIoT
sensors. Fig. 2(e) shows examples of IIoTs, which are the key
building blocks in Fig. 2(d), which shows a cell.

Company-A must address two key concerns of Company-
P. First, the integrity of their operation should be addressed
because of the risk of breaching their communication net-
work and the highly confidential identities of components
(factory network, factory, production line, cell, and IIoT) of
the DSM facility. Therefore, they should guarantee the security
of communication and the privacy of respective components
from a low-level IIoT to the entire geodistributed network
of Company-P. Second, Company-P requires ensuring the
robustness caused by a lack of confidence in network perfor-
mance without compromising integrity. That is, Company-P
should be able to scale up or down their component sets
freely and interoperability across the range of components
without compromising their integrity. Therefore, in this case,
the DSM service provider Company-A reached out to the
University of Aizu’s robotic research group to address these
issues and affirm the integrity (i.e., security and privacy) and
robustness (i.e., scalability and interoperability) of Company-
A’s operations.

IV. AMP AND MODELING FOR SRA FOR DSM
In this section, we discuss the AMP concept in

Section IV-A, propose an AMP in Section IV-B, and deduce
an abstract SRA for DSM in Section IV-C.

A. Background to the AMP for SRA Concept
This study’s objectives are to propose an AMP for an SRA,

deduce an SRA, derive an SA, and produce a proof-of-work
prototype for developing concrete solutions for heterogeneous
DSM facilities. Inspired by Angelov et al. [58], we used an
SRA modeling technique for the next-generation system-of-
systems’ model [19].
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Fig. 3 displays the three key stages of the AMP for
modeling an SRA. They are specifying objectives, design-
ing/modeling, and a concrete solution. The problem domain,
called Context, is the DSM being considered. The goal is to
propose a framework for DSM. The designing/modeling stage
comprises three substages; modeling for the SRA framework,
deducing an SRA based on the model, and deriving a proof-
of-work SA based on the SRA. In this study, we developed a
prototype as a proof-of-work based on the SRA and SA.

Fig. 4 shows the multidimensional space and three types of
SRA, as inspired by [19] and [58]. The three key dimensions
in modeling for SRA are context (C), goal (G), and model
(M). Here, C involves C1–C3 subdimensions, G comprises
G1 and G2, and M involves M1–M4 subdimensions. Next,
we determined the type of SRA based on the respective
multidimensional space values for C, G, and M. The particular
AMP developed follows Fig. 4.

B. AMP for DSM
First, the requirement for the DSM is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Requirement Ri and Constraint ci, j ): Ri

denotes the i th use case of DSM, which requires addressing
ci, j constraints and includes QoS demands set off against the
goals of the DSM objective.

Here, DSM is the context of the problem domain, and
Ri is one of the heterogeneous use cases of DSM. The ci, j

constraints are applicable for all the heterogeneous use cases
of DSM. c1 specifies that the proposed solution should be
adaptable for the communication network requirements of
DSM use cases, which means guaranteeing c2 and c3. c2
refers to integrity, namely, the security and privacy of the
operation, and c3 refers to the robustness of the business flow,
namely, scalability and interoperability. Next, we define the
stakeholder, where Fig. 4 depicts three main dimensions and
their subdimensions.

Definition 2 (Si : Stakeholder): Si denotes the individual,
group (individuals), organization, or group of organizations
who are willing to use (adopt or adapt) the SRA model to
satisfy the given Ri of DSM under the ci constraints.

Definition 3 (C: Context): The SRA satisfies the Ri

requirement of DSM Si under constraints C j and j for the
problem definition. C involves the C1–C3 subdimensions.

Definition 4: C1: Where Will it be Used?): C1 refers to
the DSM Si of the SRA. Here, C1 applies to an independent
individual, many individuals (such as an organization/group of
organizations belonging to a homogeneous DSM), or organi-
zations belonging to the heterogeneous DSM.

Definition 5 (C2: Who Defines it?): C2 is focused on the
modeling aspects of the SRA. Here, Si of DSM drafts require-
ment specifications for the model, which includes end-to-end
preparation for adapting the model by groups of researchers,
software companies, and policymakers.

Definition 6 (C3: When Is it Defined?): C3 represents the
SRA timing factor and includes three factors: preliminary,
classical, and hybrid. Preliminary represents the components
involved in software, such as techniques, technologies, and
algorithms that are candidates for adoption, classical implies
the components exist and are verified for use. The hybrid com-
ponents exhibit both preliminary and classical characteristics.

Equation (1) represents C’s main dimensions and subdimen-
sions

Context C = {C1, C2, C3} (1)
C1 = [single, many, heterogeneous] (1a)
C2 = [req.-specifying-user, modeling-user]

req.-specifying-user = C1

mod.-user = (research, software-comp,

policymakers) (1b)
C3 = [preliminary, classical, hybrid]. (1c)

C , C1, C2, and C3 adopted for DSM are CDSM, CDSM
1 ,

CDSM
2 , and CDSM

3 . Equation (1), as adopted for DSM, results
in (1’). In C2, Modeling-user expands to researcher, software
company, and policymakers

CDSM
=

[
CDSM

1 , CDSM
2 , CDSM

3

]
(1’)

CDSM
1 = [heterogeneous] (1’a)

CDSM
2 = [req.-specifying-user :: heterogeneous-org,

modeling-user :: heterogeneous-org] (1’b)

CDSM
3 = [classical]. (1’c)

According to (1’), Si belongs to the Si role described
in C1. In our case, it is heterogeneous. However, the SRA
proposal should be adaptable. Therefore, the proposed CDSM

3
is classical.

Moreover, the goal G, its dimensions, and its subdimensions
are specified via Definitions 7–9.

Definition 7 (G: Goal): The SRA objective is the goal G
and may refer to single or multiple subgoals. Here, G refers
to the requirement of Si , defined by C2, and involves two
subdimensions G1 and G2.

Definition 8 (G1: Which Stage Needs to be Defined?):
Here, G1 represents the class of the respective SRA. G1 has
three stages, namely, standardization, facilitation, and
incubation. C1 and C3 contribute to G1.

For instance, SRA is standardization, facilitation, or incu-
bation, based on C3 characteristics, which are defined by Si ,
as one of preliminary, classical, or hybrid.

Definition 9 (G2: Who Is Defined?): G2 expresses the
SRA ownership and purpose. G2 is involved with C1 and C2.

G values are summarized by the following:

Goal G = {G1, G2 : subgoal,∪ subgoal} (2)
G I = [C1.C3 : standardization, facilitation, incubation]

(2a)
G2 = [ single.C2, many.C2, heterogeneous.C2]. (2b)

For the DSM domain, G values become GDSM, GDSM
1 , and

GDSM
2 , with (2’) being (2) adopted for DSM. Here, CDSM

3 is
hybrid, i.e., GDSM

1 belongs to facilitation with heterogeneous
stakeholders. The SRA goal to satisfy DSM Si is Ri of
heterogeneous DSM

GDSM
=

{
GDSM

1 , GDSM
2 : ∪ subgoal

}
(2’)

GDSM
1 = [Stakeholder:hetero::stage:facilitation] (2’a)

GDSM
2 = [Stakeholder:hetero:OwnedBy:req-spec-user,

Stakeholder:hetero::OwnedBy:model.-user]. (2’b)
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Finally, M dimensions are defined as follows.
Definition 10 (M: Model): The abstract modeling dimen-

sion of SRA is defined as the specification for the design SRA.
Here, M1–M4 are the subdimensions of M.

Definition 11 (M1: What Is Described?): M1 refers to the
contents of the SRA. This involves custom-tailored infor-
mation about the software, such as techniques, technologies,
algorithms, connectors, and flow of information.

Definition 12 (M2: How Many Layers?): M2 refers to
abstraction layers in the SRA and specifies three such layers:
aggregate, semidetail, and detail. Aggregate has a single
layer of component aggregation, semidetail has two to
four aggregation layers, and detailed refers to five or more
aggregation layers in the solution.

Definition 13 (M3: How Concrete?): M3 refers to the
degree of abstraction in the SRA layers, which may be
abstract, semiconcrete, or concrete. Information about the
respective components is generic in an abstract description.
At the semiconcrete level, the component description includes
an abstract functional explanation, whereas concrete indicates
a comprehensive description of the components.

Definition 14 (M4: How to Represent?): M4 discusses the
SRA’s possible levels of formalization and presentation of its
semantics. M4 offers informal, semiformal, and formal options.
Informal is a general or incomplete graphical representation
with the highest level of freedom to expand the art with
ambiguity. Most components will be specified halfway through
a semiformal presentation. However, modeling for the general
solution will retain some freedom for ambiguity. Formal
representation has less freedom for ambiguity compared with
the other two presentations.

The M values are shown in the following:

Model M = {M1, M2, M3, M4} (3)
M1 = [components, connectors, information flow]

(3a)
M2 = [aggregated, semidetailed, detailed] (3b)
M3 = [abstract, semiconcrete, concrete] (3c)
M4 = [informal, semiformal, formal]. (3d)

MDSM
1 –MDSM

4 are the M values adapted for DSM. MDSM
2 –

MDSM
4 values are semidetailed, semiconcrete, and semiformal,

respectively. The (3) adopted for DSM is as follows:

MDSM
=

{
MDSM

1 , MDSM
2 , MDSM

3 , MDSM
4

}
(3’)

MDSM
1 = [components, connectors, info. flow] (3’a)

MDSM
2 = [semidetailed] (3’b)

MDSM
3 = [semiconcrete] (3’c)

MDSM
4 = [semiformal]. (3’d)

C. Case Study: Deduce an Abstraction Model and SRA
for DSM

Our case study is discussed in this section and continued in
Section V. First, we consider the modeling stage for deducing
an abstract model for the DSM. Next, we deduce an SRA for
the DSM.

We expand the variables of (3’) and the identified layers of
MDSM

2 as follows.
The physical layer contains the heterogeneous components

of the DSM end-user: that is, the IIoT sensors, cell, production
line, factory, and factory network. The DMC ecosystem layer
dominates the collection of framework modules briefly dis-
cussed in Section III-A. The IoC of IIoFC layer is responsible
for the operations dedicated to the ECB industrial use case,
namely, the DSM business. The IoC of IIoFC layer involves
two sublayers: the IIoT and IoC sublayers.

The IIoT sublayer refers to the physical appearance of the
end-user hierarchical and federated IIoT use cases. This struc-
ture is such that the facility network comprises many facilities,
each facility may comprise multiple lines, each line comprises
a set of devices, and each devices consists of an array of
IIoT sensors. The IoC sublayer represents the communication
network, which is constructed from a crosschain and sets of
blockchains. The application, contract, consensus, network,
and data are appropriate properties associated with crosschains
and blockchains.

Equation set (3”) gives a representation of these values
of the modeling specification adopted for the DSM domain.
In (3”) , we specified MDSM

1 –MDSM
3 . MDSM

4 can be represented
by either of the two methods shown in Fig. 5 (normative
representation of MDSM

4 (i.e., SRA) and Fig. 7 (nonnormative
representation of MDSM

4 (i.e., high-level SA)

MDSM
1 = [components, connectors&flow] (3”a)

MDSM
2 = [Physical Layer: end-use cases,

IoC of IIoFC Layer :
(IIoT sublayer, IoC sublayer)

Decentralized Multi-Cloud Layer] (3”b)

MDSM
3 = [

Physical Layer: Heterogenous DSM use cases,
IoC of IIoFC Layer:(

IIoT Sublayer:{
facility-nw[facility[line[device[IIoT]]]]

}

IoC Sublayer:{
Cross-chain[app., cont., cons., nw, data],

[Blockchain (app., cont., cons.,
nw, data)

]
}

)
DMC-Eco-Sys Layer: (DMC, GD-HDFS,

MUT, COE, ECB, MAA, DTMS, ISOW
)

]. (3”c)

We first consider the normative approach, where the Archi-
Mate modeling tool was used to design the SRA. The
normative MDSM

4 comprises the three main layers described
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in MDSM
3 , namely. the physical, the IoC of IIoFC, and the

DMC ecosystem layers.
As shown in Fig. 4, standardization, facilitation, and

incubation are three classes of abstract SRA models [19].
According to Definition 8, facilitation SRA refers to compo-
nents that exist and are verified. In addition, (1’) and (2’)
proposed a solution involving classical components and was
aimed at heterogeneous DSM use cases. In (3’) and (3”),
layer descriptions are presented in semidetailed, semiconcrete,
or semiformal forms.

Consequently, Fig. 5 shows the deduced SRA for the DSM.
Fig. 5 contains the three main layers described in MDSM

3 of
(3”c). The top layer dominates the use cases of DSM. The
bottom layer represents the DMC. The middle layer, that is, the
IoC of IIoFC, has two sublayers, namely, the IIoT sublayer and
the IoC sublayer. The IIoT sublayer represents the physical
infrastructure of the IIoT in various forms, from the basic
to the geodistributed, and which is connected hierarchically
in a federated manner. For example, the basic building block
is an array of IIoT sensors. Above this, a device is made
up of an array of IIoT sensors. Next, a line is made of
multiple devices. A facility is made of multiple production
lines. Finally, the facility network comprises many facilities,
preparing for the communication network of facilities. Note
that IIoT sensor, device, line, facility, and facility network
are abstract terms used to give a generally applicable broad
perspective of DSM. Fig. 6 shows the organizational view
of the proposed DSM’s IoC of IIoFC with respect to their
physical and digital representation (DR).

V. REASONING SRA MODEL: DERIVE SA AND
PSEUDOCODE FOR PROTOTYPE
(CONTINUING THE CASE STUDY)

This section continues the case study by reasoning about
the SRA model, obtaining an SA in Section V-A, and pre-
senting pseudocode for the prototype in Section V-B. Finally,
Section V-C conducts a discussion.

A. Deduce SA for DSM
First, Section V-A1 describes the adoption of MDSM

3 and
MDSM

4 for Scenario 1, as discussed in Section III-B. Next,
Section V-A2 describes the derivation of an SA.

1) Adopt MDSM
3 and MDSM

4 for Scenario 1: For (3”c), the IoC
of IIoFC sublayer of MDSM

3 comprises the IIoT sublayer and
the IoC sublayer. As shown in (3”c), the IIoT and crosschain
are the key building blocks for the proposed solution. There-
fore, we adopt (3”c) to comply with Scenario 1.

According to Scenario 1 and presented in (3”c), facility
network, facility, line, device, and array of IIoT sensors are
the key elements of the IIoT sublayer. MDSM

3 is evaluated as
Company-P network, factory, production line, cell, and IIoT
sensors, resulting in the following:

IIoT sublayer =
{Company-Pnw(factory(prod-line(cell(IIoT))))}. (3”c.1)

Fig. 6. Organization view of the proposed the IoC of IIoFC for DSM.

Moreover, the next key sublayer is the IoC sublayer, which
contains the crosschain of (3”c). Equation (3”c.2) presents
the adopted IoC sublayer for the scenario. Fig. 6 depicts the
physical and digital presentations of the Company-P network

IoC sublayer = {
Crosschain of Company-P nw, factory, prod-line

(app., smart-contract, consensus,
direct-decentralized, data),

(Blockchain of Cell
[app., smart-contract, proof of authority,

indirect-centralized, data]
)

}. (3”c.2)

The crosschain plays an essential role in connecting many
blockchains [54], [55], [57]. A frequently used technique for
crosschains is the use of relay techniques that connect diverse
blockchains and build an Internet network for the blockchain
ecosystem, where Polkadot [57] and Cosmos [55] are two
major crosschain providers. Polkadot networks are parachain
and parathread blockchains, with Polkadot relay chain being
used to connect parachains and parathreads securely [57]. Cos-
mos is powered by Tendermint consensus [55], which depends
on the Tendermint core, connecting utility technologies and
tools such as databases, necessary libraries, and webservers
in the operation of blockchains. Therefore, the technologies
behind Cosmos and Polkadot are candidates for the crosschain
proposed in this solution.

Crosschain is used by the Company-P network, factory, and
production line of the IIoT sublayer. The cells of the IIoT
sublayer are networked using the blockchain technique, and
the building blocks for a given cell are the IIoT sensors for
that particular cell.

Candidate blockchain technologies include RapidChain
[66], Lightning [67], and the Lite blockchain. Conventional
blockchains exhibit severe delays in network commissioning
and transaction. RapidChain, Lighting, and Lite blockchain
technologies focus on transaction speed. RapidChain is a layer-
1 on-chain and relies on sharding [66]. In contrast, Lightning
is a layer-1 non-on-chain [67].

The properties of the cell blockchain described in (3’c)
are substituted in accordance with (3”c.2). Fig. 6 shows an
organization tree view representing the cell layer of the
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Fig. 7. Nonnormative view of MDSM
4 : abstract SA for DSM. (a) PR: a smart factory network of Company-P DR: layer-1 crosschain network of

Company-P. (b) PR: a factory DR: layer-2 crosschain of factory. (c) PR: a production line DR: layer-3 crosschain of production line. (d) PR: a cell
DR: blockchain of associates of cell. (e) PR: an IIoT DR: a block of a blockchain cell.

Company-P network. Each blockchain cell is dedicated to a
predefined task associated with an array of IIoT sensors.

The overall system uses asymmetric encryption in commu-
nication [68] and modes reflecting the protocol of networked
blockchains. That is, crosschain zones can be direct (decen-
tralized), indirect (centralized), passive, or active modes [69].
In this way, the SA designer has the freedom to select adequate
protocols for the custom requirement.

2) SA for MDSM
4 Scenario 1: As shown in Fig. 3, the third

step of the designing/modeling stage is proof-of-work: derive
SA. According to (3”c), MDSM

3 has three main layers, with the
middle layer, the IoC of IIoFC layer having two sublayers.
We adopt (3”c.1) and (3”c.2) as representative of these two
sublayers, the IIoT sublayer and the IoC sublayer, to comply
with the Scenario 1 use case presented in Section III-B.

The alternative MDSM
4 ’s normative view, that is, developing

an SRA for DSM, is shown in Fig. 5, As shown in Fig. 6, com-
ponents of the IIoT sublayer are arranged hierarchically and
are distributed in a federated manner. Therefore, we derived
the DSM SA for Scenario 1 as depicted in Fig. 7, thereby
maintaining freedom for flexibility in the desired pattern.
Fig. 7(a)–(e) are mapped according to the components of
(3”c.1), namely, Company-P factory network, factory, produc-
tion line, cell, and array of IIoT sensors, respectively. Note
that the subfigures (a)–(e) of Fig. 2 and Fig. 7, respectively,
complement each other. The subfigures of Fig. 7 have views
from the two perspectives, namely, physical representation
(PR) and DR. PR refers to the physical appearance of the
particular component, and DR means the digital terminology
associated with the component.

The PR of Fig. 7(a) represents a geodistributed Company-
P factory network dedicated to the SCM. As represented by
DR, Figs. 6 and 7(a) are the layer-1 crosschain networks
for five factories’ crosschain networks. Each subcrosschain
network or layer-2 crosschain with respect to Fig. 6 represents
a geodistributed Company-P, namely, a DSM. We propose
to connect these crosschains using a direct-decentralized
method [69].

The PR of Fig. 7(b) represents a factory with three pro-
duction lines. The DR of Fig. 7(b) is the layer-2 crosschain
network shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the PR is
a factory’s production line. The production line is made up
of a number n of cells. Next, for DR, Fig. 7(c) is the layer-3
crosschain shown in Fig. 6 for the n blockchain cells. Here,
the intercommunication of Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 7(c) depends
on the factory situation. Therefore, we keep them open and
informal at this stage.

Fig. 7(d) shows the PR of a cell for a given production
line. The cell comprises five IIoT sensors, a workstation, and
a multisignature shared memory pool. The DR of Fig. 7(d)
represents the blockchain of associated IIoT sensors as per
Fig. 6. The cell administrator determines the connection
approach (such as proof-of-authority, proof-of-stake, proof-of-
work, or manual), the IIoT sensors, and the workstation in the
cell blockchain. The multisignature shared mempool (MSM)
maintains all the records of data communication across the
blockchain.

Fig. 7(e) shows the PR for an IIoT sensor and its associated
microprocessor. With respect to DR, the figure shows one of
the blocks of the given cell blockchain network.
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B. Pseudocode for the Proposed Prototype
This section describes the generation of the IoC of IIoFC

in terms of Algorithm 1, which comprises three procedures.
The first procedure occupies Lines 1–4. The second procedure
(Lines 5–17) invokes the Industrial Internet of Federated
Company (IIoFComp) process. The third procedure (Lines 18–
33) represents the class structure of the IoC sublayer, used by
the second procedure.

First, the DSM administrator should declare the Company-
P organization flow org_p, component constitutions cons_p,
and requirements for preparing crosschains and blockchain
variables within the Company-P network invocation RC,B . The
IoC of IIoFC results in a DSM communication network at
the end of the procedure execution. The first procedure in
Line 2 describes the abstract class of the IoC sublayer, which
takes RC,B as input and results in a matching IoCNW for that
particular invocation. Next, at Line 3, the procedure invokes
the IIoT sublayer, thereby preparing the IIoFC and resulting
in DSMNW. The first procedure ends in Line 4.

The second and third procedures elaborate the abstract
definitions used in the first procedure. The second procedure
describes the abstract crosschain class and its composition.
Line numbers 6 and 7 represent the class variables, data,
contract, consensus, application, and network. Here, data,
network, contract, consensus, and application represent trans-
actions, binding contracts (for a respectful chain), a way of
connecting blocks/nodes (proof-of-work, proof-of-stake, proof-
of-authority, or manual), and an application use case for
that chain, respectively. The network variable involves a
complex data structure, a subcrosschain, and subblockchains.
The subcrosschain is used to connect individual factories or
production lines. A subblockchain connects components of a
cell. Line 16 returns IoCNW, and the second procedure ends
at Line 17.

Lines 18–33 describe the third procedure (IIoT sublayer),
which prepares DSMNW for Company-P. This procedure spec-
ifies the IIoFC preparation and uses org_p and cons_p to
prepare the end result. Lines 19, 22, 24, and 26 indicate that
the flow prepares a layer-1 crosschain, a layer-2 crosschain,
a layer-3 crosschain, and a blockchain, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 6. Company-P comprises p factories, q production lines
in each factory, and r cells in each production line. Here,
p, q, and r vary with respect to their component identities.
Therefore, loops in Lines 21, 23, and 25 invoke factory,
production line, and cell. For the cell (Line 2), the procedure
adds k blocks, which are the IIoT sensors for that particular
cell. In Line 28, the procedure creates an MSM for that cell,
where the MSM holds all the records of transaction data
within that blockchain cell. Line 32 returns the DSMNW for
Company-P, and Line 33 ends the third procedure.

C. Discussion
This section briefly discusses the achievement of objectives

in the AMP and various aspects of QoS in the proposed
method, together with the limitations of the method.

1) AMP, Model, SRA, and SA: The designing/modeling
stages shown in Fig. 3 were conducted for a QoS-aware
IIoT sensor network for a hierarchical and federated DSM

Algorithm 1 IoC of IIoFC Procedure
Require: Company_P(Org_p), Components(cons_p), C B req.(RC,B)

Ensure: DSMN W of I oC of I I oFC
1: procedure MAIN: IOC_OF_IIOFC(Com_p, cons_p)
2: I oCN W : I oC_SLayer → abs_Crosschain(RC,B)

3: DSMN W : I I oT _SLayer ← prep_I I oFC(org_p, cons_p)

4: end procedure
5: procedure IOC_SLAYER: ABS_CROSSCHAIN(Comp_N W, R_c)
6: data, contract, consensus, application
7: procedure NETWORK: (i ∥ j ∥ k component)
8: block of (company ∥ prod.line) component
9: Crosschain: data, contract, consen, app, nw

10: procedure BLOCKCHAIN: (kthcell)
11: block of cell components
12: data, contract, consensus, app., nw
13: end procedure
14: return Network
15: end procedure
16: return I oCN W
17: end procedure
18: procedure IIOT_SLAYER: PREP_IIOFC(org_p, cons_p)
19: set up L1 crosschain network of Company_P
20: Com_p: factory_nw, factory, prod_line, cell
21: for i ← 1 to p # factories do
22: set up L2 crosschain network of i th factory
23: for j ← 1 to q # of Prod.Lines do
24: set up L3 crosschain nw of j th prod.line
25: for k ← 1 to r # of Cells do
26: set up blockchain network of kth cell
27: add IIoT sensors to the kth cell
28: create shared MSM of kth cell
29: end for
30: end for
31: end for
32: return DSMN W
33: end procedure

facility. First, we proposed an AMP and a model for SRA in
DSM in Section IV-B. Next, Section IV-C deduced an SRA
for DSM from the proposed model. Section IV-C adopted
values from Scenario 1 for the DSM variables in the SRA.
Section V-A derived a proof-of-work SA for Scenario 1.
Finally, Section V-B proposed pseudocode for the proposed
prototype. This process achieved the aims of the software
architectural designing/modeling stage shown in Fig. 3. This
implies that the proposed AMP for DSM’s QoS-aware IIoT
sensor network was completed successfully.

2) PrivacycAwareness: The identities of end-users and
devices across all the levels (array of IIoT sensors, cell,
production line, factory, and factory network) are considered
private and involve active privacy management. The array of
IIoT sensors in a particular cell connects to a blockchain, and
the given IIoT becomes one of the nodes of that particular
blockchain. Asymmetric encryption has been proposed, which
uses intracommunication and intercommunication in and out
of the blockchain. Therefore, each IIoT sensor and end-user
can access relevant network devices while ensuring end-to-end
encryption for their communication.

In addition, the decentralized distributed ledger and con-
sensus further strengthen privacy (ownership, validity, and
authenticity) across the networks. Variables described in
the AMP will be flexible to enable customizing as per
the end-user’s requirements. Therefore, the properties of
blockchains and crosschains also have to be flexible to enable
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customization. This inclusivity feature ensures end-user satis-
faction without compromising their privacy.

3) Security Awareness: Security and privacy are two pre-
ferred aspects of blockchain-based applications. Here, security
and privacy complement each other. Security of intercommuni-
cation and intracommunication of blockchains and crosschains
is guaranteed via multiple methods at every level (IIoT sensor,
cell, production line, factory, and factory network) of the
network.

A consensus method, such as proof-of-authority, con-
trols authorizing nodes in the blockchain network by the
administration/management of the given factory’s production
line. The integrity of blockchains is strengthened by the
decentralized ledgers, which are dedicated to the respective
individual subunits in the DSM hierarchy. Generally, scala-
bility and vulnerability are equally relevant. However, when
blockchain networks are scaled up, the vulnerability risk is
reduced.

4) Cross-Communication Awareness: As discussed above,
the proposed crosschain is effective for seamless QoS-aware
inter- and intracommunication. Therefore, the IIoT sensors of
a particular cell of a given production line can communicate in
and out of their smart factory network without compromising
security or privacy.

The MSM is created primarily for recording transactions
involving a specific group of nodes. For instance, suppose a
given cell includes an MSM ledger. The MSM of that cell is
shared within the nodes of that cell. In addition, the MSM
may include transactions involving any outside node that is
identified as an authenticated node. That particular MSM is
then responsible for maintaining communication records of all
the authenticated nodes. Moreover, every message is signed by
the sender using keyed hashing for the message-authenticate
function and encrypted by a SHA256 password-based key-
derivation function.

Therefore, the MSM facilitates maintaining a ledger that
possesses integrity: namely, the security and privacy of inter-
and intracommunication of nodes. Moreover, according to
Sections VI, MSM is a proven cost-effective, energy-efficient,
and traffic-efficient scalable ledger.

5) Scalability Awareness: Scalability is severely limited in
conventional blockchains. However, the provisions for hierar-
chically federated distribution facilitate scaling up the network
without impacting the overall network performance. Moreover,
MSM adoption improves transaction throughput and cost con-
siderably. Therefore, a given DSM can scale up or down its
components (such as factories in a factory network, production
lines in a factory, cells in a production line, and IIoT sensors
in a cell) and their subnetworks without compromising the
QoS of the overall network.

6) Limitations: The proposed AMP and SRA are flexible and
can be adapted or extended for heterogeneous DSM use cases
within the scope of the parameters in the modeling process.
However, the system architect can decide the crosschain and
blockchain types. In addition, the limitations of those technolo-
gies may be reflected in the proposed method. Moreover, QoS
awareness tends to vary with respect to technologies selected
for the parameters proposed in the model.

VI. EVALUATION

We conducted experiments to investigate the efficiency of
the proposed IoC of IIoFC, when compared with an existing
preferred blockchain-based DSM technique. In our literature
review in Section II, we observed that 24 out of 30 methods
used on-chain as the key technique for smart factory use
cases [23], [24], [25], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49],
[50], [51], [52]. We therefore used an on-chain-based DSM to
compare with our proposed method.

A. Preparation
In this section, we discuss the evaluation matrix we adopted

and the experimental setup.
1) Evaluation Matrix: We prepared an evaluation matrix

based on the key fundamental tasks involved in the DSM.
A DSM network involves two main element types: that

is, nodes and transactions. These two elements engage in
two network task types: module commissioning (building the
network, a one-time process) and transaction processing (i.e.,
communication, which is repetitive).

Three quantitative features of these two task types are the
computation cost of commissioning modules, the processing
time for the transaction procedure, and data involved in traffic
congestion. Therefore, we conducted empirical experiments
to study (i.e., examine and analyze) the relative efficiency of
the proposed method against the on-chain method using the
following evaluation matrix to examine the efficiency of the
proposed method for six experiments.

1) Section VI-B describes Experiments 1 and 2, which
investigate the efficiency of computation cost in commis-
sioning modules, first in the single-cell mode and then
in the multiple-cell mode, in the DSM infrastructure.

2) Section VI-C describes Experiments 3 and 4, which
investigate the efficiency of the processing time for the
transaction procedure, first in the single-cell mode and
then in the multiple-cell mode.

3) Section VI-D describes Experiments 5 and 6, which
investigate the efficiency of data involving traffic con-
gestion, first in the single-cell mode and then in the
multiple-cell mode.

2) Experiment Setup: We prepared the proposed IoC of
IIoFC and on-chain networks to simulate the DSM.

We prepared both the proposed IoC of IIoFC and the on-
chain network as DSM simulations. To maintain objectivity,
we used the same number of nodes (cells, production lines,
company, and company network), the same complexity for the
proof-of-work technique in preparing blocks of nodes, and
the same local IP addresses to prepare network. We sim-
ulated the components of the distributed DSM environment
as nodes of crosschains and blockchains that simulated the
company network, company, production line, cell, and IIoT
sensors as parallel-processed web applications with different
local IP addresses for each component. The experiments were
conducted using a Postman Version 10.14.8, Flask Version
2.2.3, Windows 11 Pro 64, Intel Core i7-12700H 2.3-GHz
processor, and 32-GB RAM environment.
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Fig. 8. Computation cost of commissioning node and cell modules.

B. Efficiency of Computation Cost in Commissioning
Modules

We conducted two experiments to evaluate the computation
cost for the commissioning modules. The cell is the basic
building block in DSM. IIoT sensors are the nodes of a
cell. First, we set up a cell network for a production line
belonging to a company in a company network. In Experiment
1, we simulated the commissioning of a cell with up to ten
IIoT sensor nodes, a production line incorporating such cells,
a company using that production line, and a company network.
We gradually increased the number of nodes per cell and
determined the computation cost of making a new block of
a given node type.

In Experiment 2, we prepared another cell in that production
line and subsequently increased the number of nodes and
determined the computation cost of adding a new block of
the given node type. Fig. 8 gives the results of both the
experiments.

The results of Experiment 1 are given by IoC1 (our sys-
tem) and OC1, and the results of Experiment 2 are given
by IoC2 and OC2. Note that IoC1 and OC1 have gradually
increased computation costs when the number of nodes in the
network increases. However, the IoC1 curve remains lower
than the OC1 curve throughout. These two observations imply
that IoC1 retains the lowest computation cost for commission-
ing a cell in a DSM network. This phenomenon is caused by
the proposed IoC1 block addition being a streamlined process
through its pooling technique. The node that introduces a
novel block broadcasts its new block information to the pool
members of that cell. This technique avoids the threads of indi-
vidual nodes repeatedly checking on changes in the network.
However, the node members of OC1 are required to connect,
add a new block (i.e., mine), and check for updates in the cell
network as discrete tasks. This will increase the computation
cost of commissioning a cell in an on-chain network.

Experiment 2 considered adding a new cell parallel to the
existing cell. The results of Experiment 2 are given as IoC2 and
OC2. Here, IoC2 overlapped with IoC1, while OC2 maintained
a significantly large gap when compared with IoC1, IoC2, and
OC1. The overlapping of IoC1 and IoC2 is caused by the
architecture; that is, a given cell is an independent module in
the DSM network. Moreover, adding (mining) and updating
the respective ledger is an independent task dedicated to that
cell. Therefore, only members of that cell are affected, and
only records of members of that particular cell are maintained.

Therefore, IoC1 and IoC2 have the same computation cost
when preparing a cell. However, OC2 retains a considerably
higher cost compared with the other three tests throughout,
and the cost of OC2’s first member is close to the cost of the
last member for OC1. Next, OC2 shows gradually increasing
computation cost when adding new blocks. This phenomenon
is caused by the architecture of the on-chain method, where
every node in the network is connected to the prior adjacent
node, and every node is required to check for updates for
themselves as discrete tasks. Moreover, according to the on-
chain architecture, members of adjacent cells are dependent on
each other for checking updates. This phenomenon resulted in
a considerable cost increase when adding a new cell parallel
to the existing cell in a DSM.

Therefore, according to the results in Fig. 8 of Experiment 1
and Experiment 2, the proposed method maintains the lowest
computation cost of commissioning modules.

Therefore, according to the results in Fig. 8 for
Experiments 1 and 2, the proposed method can be expected
always to have a lower computation cost for commissioning
modules than the baseline method.

C. Efficiency of the Processing Time for the Transaction
Procedure

We conducted our third and fourth experiments to
investigate the processing time for transaction procedures.
Experiment 3 involves transaction procedures in a one-cell
environment, and Experiment 4 involves transactions in a
multiple-cell environment. For Experiment 3, we set up a
simulated cell with ten IIoT sensors and performed trans-
actions between the members of the cell with up to ten
nodes. Each transaction comprised the following six types of
record: “from,” “to,” “data,” “timestamp,” “message,” and
“signature.” To maintain objectivity, we limited the trans-
action “data” to a fixed string of five characters. “From”
indicated who sent the message and “to” the receiver of the
message. Messages were encrypted via SHA256 and signed
by the sender. We began with two members and gradually
increased the number of nodes involved in performing trans-
action procedures and recording the data associated with the
transactions. Experiment 4 was conducted with an additional
cell being added to the previously added cell. Transactions
were subsequently performed between the members of the
second cell, and the transaction data were recorded.

Fig. 9 presents the results for Experiments 3 and 4, where
IoC3 and OC3 represent the results of Experiment 3 and
IoC4 and OC4 represent the results of Experiment 4. For
Experiment 3, IoC3 maintains a line parallel to the x-axis,
whereas OC3 shows a linear increase for an increasing number
of nodes. This shows that the number of nodes does not affect
the cost of the transaction processes for the proposed method
(i.e., the transaction process cost remains constant, irrespective
of the number of nodes per cell.) This is one of the benefits
of using an MSM. Nodes in a given cell are initialized with
an MSM acknowledged by the members of the cell, and its
address is shared by all the member nodes. Therefore, the
transaction procedures maintain a nearly constant processing
time and are independent of the number of nodes. In contrast,
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Fig. 9. Processing time of transaction procedure.

Fig. 10. Trafficked data during transaction.

each node of the on-chain must maintain an individual MSM
ledger and remain up to date with the records of transactions
for all the nodes of the network. Therefore, the cost of the
transactions will increase linearly with respect to the number
of nodes in an on-chain network.

The results of Experiment 4 are given by IoC4 and OC4 in
Fig. 9. Here, IoC4 overlaps with IoC3, whereas the OC4 curve
remains above the other three curves throughout. Experiment
2 was conducted in terms of a second cell. Therefore, the
network already contains nodes from a previous cell, and
we can note that IoC4 remains constant and overlaps with
IoC3. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that
according to the proposed architecture of IoC of IIoFC, the
second cell maintains its own MSM. Therefore, the transaction
processing time is independent of the number of cells and
nodes. However, OC4 shows a large gap throughout compared
with the other three curves, with its initial value being close to
the last value of OC3. Because the on-chain network requires
the maintenance of individual MSMs, with each MSM having
to remain up to date with all transactions in all the nodes,
it will have a linearly increasing processing cost for the second
cells.

The results of Experiments 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 9 demon-
strate that the proposed IoC of IIoFC transaction procedure can
be expected to have a lower computation cost than an on-chain
transaction procedure, independently of the number of nodes
and cells.

D. Efficiency of Data Involving Traffic Congestion
Experiments 5 and 6 investigated traffic congestion when

performing transactions. We assumed that traffic-congested
data would be proportional to the exchanged data volume
when invoking the relevant services in a transaction procedure.

TABLE II
AVERAGE RATES OF INCREMENT TEST VALUES DEPICTED IN

FIGS. 8–10

Therefore, we collected information about the data during
Experiments 3 and 4 (discussed in Section VI-C). Experiment
5 collected data communicated between a one-cell environ-
ment, and Experiment 6 recorded information when the DSM
involved the second cell in a two-cell environment.

Fig. 10 shows the results for Experiments 5 and 6, where
IoC5 and OC5 represent the results of Experiment 5 and
IoC6 and OC6 represent the results of Experiment 6.

In Fig. 10, IoC5 is constantly low, and OC5 linearly
increases with respect to the x-axis. This implies that the data
involved in traffic congestion for the proposed IoC of IIoFC
method are low and independent of the number of nodes in
a cell. This can be attributed to the MSM in this method,
where read and write transaction information is recorded in
a ledger shared by cell members. However, the nodes in an
on-chain method must maintain individual MSMs dedicated
to that node and record all the transactions of all the cell
members. Therefore, the data contribution to traffic congestion
will linearly increase in proportion to the number of nodes in
a cell.

Note also that IoC6 overlaps with IoC5, with the OC6 curve
maintaining a considerable gap compared with the other three
curves. The overlapping effect is caused by the cell modules
of the proposed architecture being independent of each other.
Therefore, the architecture does not have to maintain the
internal records of other cells. Therefore, the data contribution
to traffic congestion will remain independent of the number of
nodes and cells. However, the on-chain architecture maintains
records for all the transaction data across all the nodes of the
network. Therefore, the data contribution to traffic congestion
in the on-chain method is proportional to the number of nodes
and the number of cells.

Consequently, Fig. 10 demonstrates that the data popula-
tion for traffic within the proposed IoC of IIoFC method is
independent of the number of nodes and cells and is always
expected to be lower than that for the on-chain technique.

Table II summarizes the average rates of increment for test
values from experiments conducted in Sections VI-B–VI-D.
Therefore, according to the results of the experiments dis-
cussed in Sections VI-B–VI-D, the proposed IoC of IIoC
method efficiency outperformed the baseline on-chain method
with respect to the computation cost of commissioning modules
and their members, transaction processing time, and traffic
congestion. In particular, the transaction processing time and
traffic congestion were independent of the number of nodes
and cells.

VII. CONCLUSION

The objective of IoC of IIoFC is to alleviate the constraints
of the current blockchain-based DSM. Therefore, we observed
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that it requires a model-driven SRA that preserves essential
QoS demands, such as the integrity and robustness of the IIoT
framework for DSM. In pursuit of this objective, our article
systematically unfolds the key components of our approach.
In Section IV-B, we introduced the AMP tailored specifically
for DSM. Subsequently, in Section IV-C, we deduced an SRA
framework from the foundations laid by the AMP model.
Section V-A derived an SA from the SRA, using Scenario-1
as a case study. To demonstrate the practical application of
our work, Section V-A presented a real-world Scenario-1 case
study, wherein we derived an SA from the SRA. Finally,
Section V-B presented the pseudocode for the IoC of IIoFC.
These steps are summarized in Fig. 3 and together confirm
the theoretical and practical existence of a solution for DSM.
Moreover, empirical experiments have validated the efficiency
of our proposed IoC of IIoFC framework, demonstrating its
ability to outperform conventional on-chain methods in key
DSM tasks. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed IoC
of IIoFC framework provides infrastructure for integrity and
robustness, namely, seamless security, privacy, scalability, and
interoperability.

As we look ahead to the future, our ongoing research
focuses on extending our Web 3.0-based third-generation
blockchain solution. Specifically, we are developing IoC of
IIoFC as a Service and exploring its applications within the
emerging industrial metaverse.
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